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We present the multiply phased current carrying vortex solutions in the U(1) gauge theory coupled
to an (N + 1)-component SU(N+1) scalar multiplet in the Bogomolny limit. Our vortex solutions
correspond to the static vortex dressed with traveling waves along the axis of symmetry. What
is notable in our vortex solutions is that the frequencies of traveling waves in each component of
the scalar field can have different values. The energy of the static vortex is proportional to the
topological charge of CPN model in the BPS limit, and the multiple phase of the vortex sup-
plies additional energy contribution which is proportional to the Noether charge associated to the
remaining symmetry.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Topological string-like vortex solutions have been the
subject of intense studies in field theory and cosmology
since the discovery of the Nielsen-Olesen (NO) string in
the Abelian Higgs model [1]. Their existence is closely
connected to the spontaneous breaking of the U(1) gauge
symmetry by Higgs mechanism. The string-like solutions
have been shown to exist when the theory is generalized
to have a global SU(2) symmetry with a scalar doublet
[2, 3]. This is interesting because this model represents
the bosonic sector of the electroweak theory in the limit
that the Weinberg angle, sin2 θW, becomes one.
One of the most interesting properties of this solution
is that its stability is guaranteed without being supported
by the standard topological argument related to the ho-
motopy of the vacuum manifold. In the Bogomolny-
Prasad-Sommerfield (BPS) limit where the mass ratio of
gauge field and the Higgs become equal, there is a contin-
uous family of solutions which are degenerate in energy
[4]. The solution space consists of either the embedded
NO vortices or the baby skyrmion solutions.
In recent years, new type of solutions were found in
this model. These twisted “semilocal” vortex were con-
structed allowing the two scalar components to have dif-
ferent phase factors which depend on time as well as on
the coordinate corresponding to their axis of symmetry
[5]. A notable fact about the twisted vortex is that the
energy away from the BPS limit can be lower than the
energy of the corresponding embedded NO vortex.
Clearly this type of vortex solutions is very interesting
from the mathematical point of view. Moreover, from
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the physical point of view they also become interesting
because they have potentially important applications in
various areas of physics. Obviously they could play im-
portant roles in condensed matter physics, in particu-
lar in multi-gap superconductors and multi-component
Bose-Einstein condensates [6, 7]. This is because they
are a natural generalization of the Abrikosov vortex in
Ginzburg-Landau model of superconductor.
Moreover, they may have a natural application to the
Skyrme theory, because the Skyrme theory also has the
global SU(2) and local U(1) symmetry [8]. And they
could play important roles in high energy physics because
they could be embedded in the standard Weinberg-Salam
model. Finally, they could describe cosmic strings and
become important in cosmology. So they have interesting
applications in almost all areas of physics.
The aim of this paper is to show that the multiply
phased vortex solutions exist when we generalize the
global SU(2) to SU(N+1). Especially we find the mul-
tiply phased vortex solutions in the BPS limit. The so-
lutions can be obtained by dressing the traveling wave
which moves along the axis of symmetry. What is re-
markable in our vortex solutions is that the frequencies
of traveling waves in each component of the SU(N+1)
scalar multiplet can be different, so that they are multi-
ply phased.
The energy of the static BPS vortex is proportional to
the topological charge of the CPN model, and the multi-
ple phase (or the “twisting”) of vortex supplies additional
energy contribution which is proportional to the Noether
charge associated to the remaining symmetry. We have
analyzed this additional energy contributions in terms of
known static BPS solutions and electromagnetic charge
density in details.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we in-
vestigate the static BPS semilocal vortex solutions when
the scalar field has N+1 components. We express all rel-
evant equations in a gauge invariant way. In Section III
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2we construct the multiply phased vortex solutions which
have traveling waves along their axis of symmetry. We
show the energy of multiply phased BPS vortex can be
written in terms of topological charge of CPN model and
Noether charge. In the final section we discuss the phys-
ical implications of our results. In this paper we use the
metric where gµν = diag(+1,−1,−1,−1).
II. STATIC BPS VORTEX
The so-called “semi-local” string appears naturally in
models involving multiply charged complex scalar fields
coupled to electromagnetism which has a spontaneous
symmetry breaking. They were introduced as a minimal
extension of the Abelian Higgs model with the familiar
topologically stable Nielsen-Olesen vortex.
In this extended model, the Abelian gauge field couples
to a complex Higgs doublet so that in addition to local
U(1) symmetry, there is an extra SU(2) global symmetry,
which is spontaneously broken to a global U(1). Accord-
ing to the popular wisdom the trivial first homotopy of
vacuum manifold (i.e., pi1(S
3) = 0) rejects the existence
of topological vortex, but when the scalar field at the spa-
tial infinity lies on a gauge orbit or a circle lying in the
vacuum manifold, the gradient energy of scalar field could
have a finite value and thus the theory could support fi-
nite energy solitons. This leads to U(1) vortex solutions
even though the vacuum manifold is simply connected.
They have important applications in cosmology, multi-
component superconductor in condensed matter physics
[9], and in two-component plasma physics [10].
Recently, it was shown that the semilocal vortex can
carry persistent longitudinal currents associated with the
global symmetry subgroup [5]. Our primary interest in
the model is these properties of BPS semilocal vortex
solutions. We found that it is possible to have a vortex
with traveling wave whose frequencies are all different
when the scalar field has more than two components.
Consider the extended Abelian Higgs model in which
an SU(N+1) multiplet scalar field φ = (φ1, φ2, ..., φN+1)
is coupled to the Abelian gauge field Aµ,
L = 1
2
|Dµφ|2 + λ
8
(|φ|2 − v2)2 − 1
4
(Fµν)
2, (1)
where Dµφ = ∂µφ + ieAµφ and Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ is
the Abelian field strength.
The Lagrangian possesses the local U(1) gauge sym-
metry, being invariant under the transformations, δφ =
iαφ, δAµ = −(1/e)∂µα, where α(x) is an an infinitesimal
parameter. Moreover, it has the global SU(N+1) sym-
metry δφ = iαaTaφ, where T
a (a = 1, ..., N + 1) are the
generators of SU(N+1) in the fundamental representa-
tion, and αa are constant infinitesimal parameters.
When the scalar get a vacuum expectation values v the
gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken. In the sym-
metry broken phase, the particle spectrum consists of a
massive vector field with mass mA = ev, and of scalar
Higgs with mass mH =
√
λv. The remainings of the par-
ticle spectrum are 2N -massless Goldstone bosons. For
convenience we will rescale the fields so that all variables
become dimensionless,
φ→ vφ, Aµ → vAµ,
xµ → xµ/(ev), (2)
in the following.
Introducing CPN field ξ,
φ = ρξ, (ξ†ξ = 1), (3)
the Lagrangian (1) can be written as
L = 1
2
(∂µρ)
2 +
1
2
ρ2|Dµξ|2 − β
8
(ρ2 − 1)2
−1
4
(Fµν)
2, (4)
where now the covariant derivative becomes Dµξ = (∂µ+
iAµ)ξ and β = λ/e
2. In terms of ρ and ξ the conserved
current associated with the local U(1) gauge symmetry
can be written as
Jµ =
1
2i
ρ2(ξ†Dµξ − (Dµξ)†ξ)
= ρ2(aµ +Aµ), (5)
where aµ = −iξ†∂µξ is the auxiliary U(1) gauge field of
CPN model. With this Jµ which is gauge invariant we
can express our equations in a gauge independent way.
Since
|Dµξ|2 = |∇µξ|2 +
J2µ
ρ4
,
∇µξ = (∂µ − iaµ)ξ = (∂µ − ξ†∂µξ)ξ, (6)
we can rewrite the Lagrangian in terms of gauge invariant
quantities [11],
L = 1
2
(∂µρ)
2 +
1
2
ρ2|∇µξ|2 +
J2µ
2ρ2
− β
8
(ρ2 − 1)2
−1
4
(Fµν)
2. (7)
The equations of motion are then given as
∂µFµν = −Jν , (8)
∂2µρ− |∇µξ|2ρ−
J2µ
ρ3
+
β
2
(ρ2 − 1)ρ = 0, (9)
∇2µξ + 2
(∂µρ
ρ
+ i
Jµ
ρ2
)
∇µξ = (ξ†∇2µξ)ξ. (10)
The energy momentum tensor can be obtained varying
the Lagrangian with respect to the metric tensor gµν ,
Tµν = (∂µρ)(∂νρ) +
1
2
(∇µξ)†∇νξ + 1
2
(∇νξ)†∇µξ
+
JµJν
ρ2
− FµκFνκ − gµνL. (11)
3It is well-known that this model with scalar doublet
can have finite energy (per unit length) vortex solutions
called the semilocal vortices. Some of the solutions in this
model are just those obtained from the Nielsen-Olesen
solutions identifying, say, the upper component of φ with
the scalar field in the Nielsen-Olesen model. But there
are different kinds of solutions. Especially, at the critical
coupling there exist a solution which appears to describe
a hybrid of a NO vortex and CP 1 lump in addition to
the embedded NO solution [3].
Now, we review the static straight vortex solutions
whose axis is perpendicular to (x1, x2) plane. The energy
(per unit length) of static vortex configuration reads
E =
∫
d2x
[1
2
(∂iρ)
2 +
1
2
ρ2|∇iξ|2 + β
8
(ρ2 − 1)2
+
J2i
2ρ2
+
1
2
B2
]
, (12)
with i = 1, 2 and B = F12 = ij∂iAj is the component
of magnetic field perpendicular to (x1, x2) plane. If one
now chooses the coupling constants to satisfy
β =
λ
e2
= 1, (13)
the we can find a bound for the energy. At this critical
value the two mass scales in the theory, scalar massmH =√
λv and gauge field mass mA = ev, are equal. This
defines the Bogomolny limit in the Abelian Higgs model
[4].
In order to show the Bogomolny limit in the current
model, we will start by rearranging the term in the energy
functional as follows
1
2
(∂iρ)
2 +
J2i
2ρ2
=
1
2
(Ji
ρ
± ik∂kρ
)2
∓ ikJi∂k ln ρ,
1
2
|∇iξ|2 = 1
4
|∇iξ ± iik∇kξ|2 ± 1
2
f12,
B2
2
+
1
8
(ρ2 − 1)2 = 1
2
[
B ∓ 1
2
(ρ2 − 1)
]2
∓ 1
2
B
±1
2
∂i(ikJk)∓ ikJi∂k ln ρ∓ ρ
2
2
f12,
where fµν = ∂µaν − ∂νaµ is the field strength of the
auxiliary CPN gauge field aµ.
After making use of this relations the energy of vortex
can be written as
E =
∫
d2x
{1
2
(Ji
ρ
± ik∂kρ
)2
+
1
4
ρ2|∇iξ ± iik∇kξ|2
+
1
2
(
B ∓ 1
2
(ρ2 − 1)
)2
∓ 1
2
B
}
. (14)
From the last expression, we secure the Bogomolny
bound
E ≥ 1
2
|Φ|, (Φ =
∫
d2xB), (15)
since the we can choose upper sign or lower sign in (14),
depending on the sign of the flux Φ. For a given value of
Φ, this bound is saturated if and only if the fields satisfy
the self-duality equations
∇iξ ± iik∇kξ = 0, (16)
Ji ± 1
2
ik∂kρ
2 = 0, (17)
B ∓ 1
2
(ρ2 − 1) = 0. (18)
Any solution to the first order self-duality equations au-
tomatically satisfy the original static field equations. In
what follows we shall focus on vortex solutions (the upper
sign) without loss of the generality.
Let us now discuss about the nature of these self-dual
soliton solutions. The last two equations (17) and (18)
can be combined to give a single second order differential
equation
∂2i ln ρ−
1
2
(ρ2 − 1)− f12 = 0. (19)
Note that the topological charge of CPN model is defined
by
T =
1
2pii
∫
d2xij(∇iξ)†∇jξ = 1
2pi
∫
d2xf12. (20)
For an embedded NO vortex solution the scalar field ρ
should vanish at the location of vortex in order to have
well defined phase. In this case we have
f12 = 2pi
n∑
r=1
δ(~x− ~xr),
where {~x1, ~x2, ..., ~xn} are the locations of vortex core on
the plane.
Thus the magnetic flux of NO vortex measures the
vorticity ∫
d2xB = 2pin.
When f12 = 0, the solution of Eq. (19) describes a em-
bedded self-dual NO vortex configuration. In this case
the scalar field ρ has to vanish at the origin in order to
have a well defined phase of vortex solution. Near the
vortex cores we have
∂2i log ρ = 2pinδ
2(~r),
for n superimposed vortex. Furthermore, with (II) and
(17) we can show that∫
d2xeB =
∫
d2x ∂2i log ρ−
∫
d2xf12
= 2pir
d ln ρ
dr
∣∣∣∞
0
− 2piT, (21)
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FIG. 1: Profiles of ρ for k = 1 with a = 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2. Notice
that ρ(0) is monotonically increasing as a becomes larger.
Since ρ(r) = ρ0r
n + ... for the embedded NO vortex,
the magnetic flux has quantized value |e ∫ d2xB| = 2pin.
When the scalar field ρ has no zeros, then the magnetic
flux is solely expressed in terms of the topological charge
of CPN model, ∫
d2xB = 2piT. (22)
There are two kind of degenerate solutions depending on
the value of scalar field ρ at the origin, embedded NO
vortex and dubbed baby skyrmions [2, 3]. From now on
we will concentrate on the self-dual baby skyrmion.
The most general solution for Eq. (16) can be given
in terms of N (anti-)holomorphic functions ua (a =
1, 2, ..., N),
ξ =
1√
1 + |u|2
(
u
1
)
. (23)
where u = (u1, u2, ..., uN )
T is N column vector. The
topological charge density can be written as
f12 =
1
2
∂2i ln(1 + |u|2) =
2(u′)†∆2u′
(1 + |u|2)2
=
2|∆u′|2
(1 + |w|2)2 , (24)
where u′ means the derivative of u with respect to its
argument and ∆2 is a N ×N matrix defined by
∆2 = (1 + |u|2)IN − u⊗ u†, (25)
where IN is a N ×N identity matrix.
Let us consider the simplest CP 1 rotationally sym-
metic lump solution, u = u1 = (a/z)
k where z = x1+ ix2
and a is the width parameter of soliton. Since CP 1 model
is scale invariant, the width parameter a cannot be fixed.
The topological charge of this lump solution is given as
T = k, and ∆2 = 1. With a radial coordinate s = r/a
rescaled with respect to the width parameter a of CP 1
lump, the condensate equation (19) becomes
1
s
d
ds
(
s
d
ds
ln ρ
)
− a
2
2
(ρ2 − 1) = 2k
2s2k−2
(1 + s2k)2
(26)
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FIG. 2: Profiles of ρ for k = 2, with a = 0.5, 1, 2, 4. Here
again ρ increases monotonically.
Although solution in the BPS limit is characterized with
parameter a the energy is independent of the width of
solution. This implies the existence of a zero model as-
sociated with the width of semilocal vortex.
For small values of s,
ρ(s) = b
[
1 +
(δk1
2
− a
2
8
+
a2b2
8
)
s2 + ...
]
. (27)
For a given CP 1 lump size a, we can find the solution
ρ which goes to the vacuum as s→∞ with appropriate
choice of ρ(0) = b as a shooting parameter. The asymp-
totic behavior of condensate ρ is
ρ(s) =
(
1− 2
s2k
+ ...+ C
e−as√
s
+ ...
)
, (28)
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the profiles of ρ for k = 1, 2 for
various width parameter values.
Since the magnetic field is related with the ρ by Eq.
(18), we can see that magnetic field will show power-law
decay asymptotically. This feature is in sharp contrast
with the embedded NO vortex where the magnetic field is
confined within the size determined by the mass of gauge
field.
III. MULTIPLY PHASED BPS VORTEX
Now, let us investigate semilocal vortex solutions with
space-time dependent phases. Requiring vortex solution
to have translational symmetry in time and along the
vortex axis, x3, the scalar fields can get a phase which
is linearly dependent on t and x3. In particular, we are
interested in vortex solutions with traveling wave type
phases along its axis x3,
φ = ρ(r)ξ,
ξ =
1√
1 + |u|2

u1(z)e
iω1(t−x3)
u2(z)e
iω2(t−x3)
...
uN (z)e
iωN (t−x3)
1
 ,
Aµ = Aµ(x1, x2), (29)
5where the gauge field is assumed to have no t, x3-
dependency. Note that the frequencies of traveling wave
in each component of scalar field are all distinct values.
Thus there are relative phases (twist of phase) between
any two components of scalar field. This feature cannot
be realized in the semilocal model with scalar doublet.
A similar construction of CPN lump solutions dressed
with traveling waves in the ungauged CPN model has
been considered in [13].
This t and x3 dependency in twisted vortex ansatz
gives nontrivial a0 and a3 components of the auxiliary
field:
a0 = −a3 = u
†Ωu
1 + |u|2 , (30)
where
Ω = diag(ω1, ω2, ..., ωN ). (31)
Again this permits a twisted vortex to have nonzero
charge density J0 and a longitudinal current density J3,
which is obvious from (II).
With the relations
(∇0 +∇3)ξ = 0,
(∇20 −∇23)ξ = 0, (32)
one can show that the twisted vortex ansatz becomes a
solution of equations of motion (8), (9), and (10) when
the following condition is met,
J0 = −J3. (33)
With this relation the self-duality equations (16), (17),
and (18) defined in (x1, x2) plane are completely decou-
pled from the those in (t, x3) directions. If the wave were
traveling down along the x3-axis, then we should have
J0 = +J3. Both the cases satisfy the relation J
2
0 = J
2
3 .
This implies that there is a longitudinal electric current
J3 carried by traveling waves and the region with nonva-
nishing current is electrically charged.
From (8) we can see that the charge density J0 is gov-
erned by the following equation,
∂2i
(J0
ρ2
)
− ∂ifi0 = J0. (34)
The second term can be expressed in terms of u explicitly:
∂ifi0 =
4(u′)†∆2Ωu′
(1 + |u|2)2 −
4(u′)†∆Ωu
(1 + |u|2)3 (u
†u′)
− 4(u
′)†∆2u
(1 + |u|2)3 (u
†Ωu). (35)
Thus with the solution of (19) we can solve Eq. (34) in
principle.
If all traveling waves have the same frequency, it will
give a much simpler vortex solution. For generality, we
will discuss solutions in which each traveling wave in the
a-th CPN component has a distinct frequency.
Note, the left hand side of (34) can be written
∂2i (
J0
ρ2
− a0) = J0. (36)
Integrating both sides of this over the transverse plane
gives vanishing net charge per unit vortex length,
qtot =
∫
d2xJ0 = 0 (37)
This also implies the vanishment of net longitudinal cur-
rent because of the relation J20 = J
2
3 .
The ansatz (29) breaks the original global SU(N+1)
symmetry to N U(1). Under this residual global symme-
try the fields ξ transform as
δξa = iαaξa, a = 1, 2, ..., N, (no sum over a),
δξN+1 = 0. (38)
The Noether currents assoicated with these symmetries
are given by
J (a)µ = ρ2
(
ξ†a(Dµξ)a − (Dµξ)†aξa
)
, (39)
where no summation is implied over a = 1, 2, ..., N . Since
∂0ξa = iωaξa and ∂0ξN+1 = 0, we get the following rela-
tion
N∑
a=1
ωaQ(a) =
∫
d2x
(
ρ2|∇0ξ|2 + a0J0
)
, (40)
where Q(a) is the Noether charge per unit length of the
vortex
Q(a) =
∫
d2xJ (a)0 . (41)
In the following we will show that the twisted vortex
carry these global Noether charges.
The tension of twisted vortex (energy per unit length)
is given by
E = piT + Etwist,
Etwist =
∫
d2x
(
1
2
ρ2|∇0ξ|2 + 1
2
ρ2|∇3ξ|2
+
J20
2ρ2
+
J23
2ρ2
+
1
2
E2i +
1
2
B2i
)
, (42)
where Ei = Fi0 and Bi = ijFj3, (i, j = x1, x2) are
the transverse components of electric and magnetic field
respectively. From (II) we have
Ei = ∂i
(J0
ρ2
− a0
)
,= −ijEi, (43)
and with (34) the energy of transverse components of
electric field can be expressed as∫
d2xE2i =
∫
d2x
(
− J
2
0
ρ2
+ a0J0
)
. (44)
6Since ∂0ξ = −∂3ξ and J0 = −J3 the transverse compo-
nents of magnetic field are given as
Bi = −ijEj . (45)
Thus the energy contribution from twisting of vortex can
be expressed with the Noether charges,
Etwist =
∫
d2x
(
ρ2|∇0ξ|2 + J
2
0
ρ2
+ E2i
)
=
N∑
a=1
ωaQ(a). (46)
For a embedded ANO vortex or skyrmion solutions cor-
respond to untwisted (ωk = 0) static solutions.
This shows that the energy of a twisted BPS vortex of
the type (29) depends on the global Noether charges in
addition to the topological charge,
E = piT +
N∑
a=1
ωaQ(a). (47)
This is unlike the case of untwisted semilocal vortex
where the Bogomolny bound is given in terms of the topo-
logical charge only.
Let us now discuss the topological properties of the
Etwist. Etwist can be into three parts as have done in
Ref. [14]. Each parts can be expressed with scalar field
ρ determined from (19), CPN lump solution w(z), and
charge density J0 determined from (34).
With (43) and (34) we have the following relation∫
d2x
(
E2i +
J20
ρ2
)
=
∫
d2x
(J0
ρ2
∂ifi0 + f
2
i0
)
. (48)
We can obtain the similar relations for J3, fi3, and Bi.
Using these we have the following expression for the en-
ergy contribution from twisting. Thus the energy contri-
bution from twisting consists of three separate contribu-
tions.
Etwist =
∫
d2x
(
ρ2|∇0ξ|2 + f2i0 +
J0
ρ2
∂ifi0
)
. (49)
Firstly, note that
1 =
∫
d2xρ2|∇0ξ|2 =
∫
d2x
|∆Ωu|2
(1 + |u|2)2 ρ
2. (50)
where
Ω = diag(ω1, ω2, ..., ωN ). (51)
If the frequencies of all traveling waves are equal, Ω =
ω0IN , then we have |∆Ωu|2 = ω20 |u|2 so that the integral
is proportional to ω20 . However, for a configuration with
unit topological charge this term diverges logarithmically
since as r →∞, ρ→ const, and |u| → 1/r as have noted
in Ref. [15].
The second contribution is given by
2 =
∫
d2xf2i0 =
∫
d2x
|u†Ω∆2u′|2
(1 + |u|2)4 , (52)
which can be evaluated if a explicit form of u were given.
This integral is also proportional to ω20 if all frequencies
of waves are equal to ω0.
Remaining contribution to energy can be written as
3 =
∫
d2x
J0
ρ2
∂ifi0
=
4
i
∫
d2x
{
(u′)†∆2Ωu′
(1 + |u|2)2 −
((u′)†∆2Ωu)(u†u′)
(1 + |u|2)3
−|∆u
′|2(u†Ωu)
(1 + |u|2)3
}
J0
ρ2
, (53)
where we used the relation (II). Again if all traveling
waves has the same frequency ω0, then one can notice
from Eq. (34) that ∂ifi0 is proportional to ω0. This im-
plies that J0/ρ
2 is proportional to ω0 and the last integral
is proportional to ω20 . Thus twisting the BPS semilocal
vortex gives additional energy contributions which de-
pend on the frequencies Ω as well as topological charge
T :
E = piT + 1(T,Ω) + 2(T,Ω) + 3(T,Ω). (54)
Since the ansatz (29) moves along the gauge orbit of
the unbroken global U(1)N as one moves along the x3
axis, ∂3ξa = −iωaξa, (a = 1, 2, ..., N), we expect the
translational symmetry along x3 axis. Consequently a
twisted vortex should carry the conserved longitudinal
momentum
P =
∫
d2xT 30
=
∫
d2x
(
F0iF3i − ρ
2
2
(∇0ξ)†(∇3ξ)
−ρ
2
2
(∇3ξ)†(∇0ξ)− J0J3
ρ
)
. (55)
Indeed, it can be written in terms of the Noether charges
as the corresponding conserved longitudinal momentum
(per unit length) P = T 30 carried by a twisted vortex also
can be expressed in terms of Noether charges,
P =
∫
d2x
(
F0iF3i +
ρ2
2
(∇0ξ)†(∇3ξ)
+
ρ2
2
(∇3ξ)†(∇0ξ) + J0J3
ρ2
) N∑
a=1
ωaQ
(a). (56)
Imposing the rotational symmetry to the twisting vortex
solutions the conserved angular momentum of the vortex
will be also conserved.
Since the gauge field of our ansatz has has no x3 axis
and the x3 dependent phases in scalar field are compen-
sated by a gauge transformation, the solution has a trans-
lation invariance along x3 axis. The associated conserved
7momentum (per unit length) is given by
P =
∫
d2xT 0z . (57)
Our twisting solution has the nontrivial longitudinal
current density flowing through any transverse plane of
the vortex. Integrating the Eq. (34) over the (x1, x2)
plane shows that total current, and total charge density
per unit vortex length are both zero,
I3 =
∫
d2xJ3 = −
∫
d2xJ0 = −I0 = 0. (58)
IV. SUMMARY
In this paper we have presented twisted BPS vortex
solutions in the extended Abelian Higgs model where
the scalar field is in the fundamental representation of
SU(N+1) group. This twisted vortex solution has differ-
ent phases in each components of scalar multiplet. The
phases are linear in x3 and t. Twisting static vortex
introduces an additional energy contributions which are
related with the conserved Noether charge of the remain-
ing symmetry. They have the conserved longitudinal mo-
mentum which can be expressed by the Noether charge.
It will be interesting to check whether it is possible
to support the traveling wave of the form ei(at∓bx3) with
a2 − b2 6= 0 in the current model.
From the mathematical point of view our vortex solu-
tions are interesting. Moreover, from the physical point
of view they have potentially important applications in
various areas of physics, in high energy physics, cos-
mology, and condensed matter physics. In particular
they could have important roles in multi-gap supercon-
ductors and multi-component Bose-Einstein condensates.
This is because they are a natural generalization of the
Abrikosov vortex in Ginzburg-Landau model of super-
conductor.
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